
Herzindagi.com Launches #LivingWithPride: A Pathbreaking Pride
Month Campaign

June 16th, National: HerZindagi.com, a leading women’s lifestyle & entertainment
portal by Jagran New Media, announces its trailblazing campaign, #LivingWithPride to
celebrate Pride Month in honor of the LGBTQIA+ community. This initiative aims to
provide readers with diverse content, promote inclusiveness, and foster conversations
by bringing to light real stories from across the country.

With a commitment to a continued focus on inclusivity and representation for all, the
#LivingWithPride initiative will go beyond a token ‘one-month’ campaign and will
continue through the year. #LivingWithPride is centered around the powerful narratives
of individuals from the LGBTQIA+ community showcasing unique journeys, struggles,
and triumphs. The content will be amplified through a series of insightful articles,
compelling videos, thought-provoking interviews, empowering features from influential
voices & allies, and web stories on Herzindagi.com. The content aims to highlight the
challenges the community is facing and bring to the forefront inspiring tales from a
heteronormative world.

Talking about the initiative, Megha Mamgain, AVP & Business Head - Health &
Lifestyle, Jagran New Media, says, “Our goal is to create a safe and supportive space
where everyone can learn, grow, and celebrate diversity. Through this campaign, we
aim to promote love, acceptance, and equal rights for all. We encourage everyone to
join us on this journey of empathy and understanding.”

Through this initiative, #LivingWithPride will facilitate community engagement by
conducting live sessions, Q&A panels, and discussions with renowned LGBTQIA+
activists, influencers, and experts during the month. The campaign aims to provide
readers with a platform to interact, share experiences and stimulate meaningful
conversations with like-minded individuals and influencers to uplift the community as a
whole. The campaign will also provide educational resources, dispel myths, debunk
stereotypes, and increase awareness about LGBTQIA+ rights and issues.

Herzindagi.com will conduct various live sessions to provide an opportunity for an open
dialogue, where individuals can share their perspectives, ask questions, and engage in
meaningful conversations. The theme of the live sessions will be ‘Trailblazing Impact:
The Role Of Social Media In Amplifying The Inclusive Conversations around LGBTQIA’,
‘Quaint Beliefs: Analysing & Confronting Misconceptions Surrounding The LGBTQIA
Community’, ‘Deciphering Legal Protection: Examining LGBTQIA Right to Freedom,



Choice, & Life’, and ‘Probing The Power of Community: Fostering Inclusivity, Protection,
and Acceptance For The LGBTQIA’.

HerZindagi.com invites everyone to participate in the campaign by actively engaging in
discussions, sharing stories, and spreading awareness by participating on social media
platforms. By using the hashtag #LivingWithPride, readers can take an active part in the
conversation in a meaningful way.

For more information about the campaign, please visit:
https://www.herzindagi.com/hindi/events/pride-month

About Herzindagi.com

Herzindagi.com is a leading women-centric lifestyle website which was launched in
September 2017 under the umbrella of Jagran New Media. With the aim to close the
gender and digital divide with relevant content tailored for new-age Indian women,
Herzindagi.com brings credible reportage and well-researched information that intrigues
readers’ interest. It is currently available in three languages including Hindi, English, and
Tamil.

The leading lifestyle website for women intends to provide information that would help,
guide, and motivate its readers. The site reaches out to a user base of 27.1 Million
(comScore MMX Multi - Platform-Top 10, News/Information Publishers; February 2023).
The website tops the chart as the leading women’s website across 16 states as
reported by comScore. In 2022, HZ-Mighty Hive Case Study won the IDMA Special
Award in the ‘Most Effective Use of Digital Analytics’ category.


